At 1.76 metres tall, Zevan® gives you
maximum space for its size

It’s short at 3m making it easy to park
and drive

Load bay area is double a Fiesta van
and almost as big as a Transit Connect

Half tonne payload
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Zevan® has plenty of space

ECM2
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SA13 2EZ
Phone: 01639 864730
Fax: 01639 864733
Email: info@stevensvehicles.co.uk

Stevens Vehicles Ltd

Leasing and fleet options available

Info@stevensvehicles.co.uk

Low cost, zero emission
electric delivery vans

Stevens Vehicles Ltd

derivatives, no greenhouse gases

no pollutants, no particulates, no carbon

And Zero Emissions: no dioxins, no toxins,

30 year life and upgradeable technologies

Two year unlimited mileage warranty

Cheap to service—standard vehicle parts

Maintenance-free sealed gel batteries

Maintenance-free AC electric motors

Substantial 60 mile daily urban range

100% corporation tax write-off

Zero road taxes

Very cheap insurance

across London

Free parking or reduced parking fines

No congestion charges or fines

A penny a mile ‘fuel’ costs

£7,000 a year typical savings per vehicle

Zevan® provides loads of
savings and benefits...

Fuel Cycle
28.71 MT

Making
4.45 MT
(12.1% of
Total)

Savings from best
cars / LGVs
17.51 kg
(32.9%)

Service Etc 2.06kg

Fuel Cycle
18.19 kg

Making
19.50 kg
(49.1% of Total)

Zevan Lifetime Toxic Releases

ins and 90% less greenhouse gases during

means that Zevan® emits up to 60% less tox-

philosophy, combined with its light weight

complex high-impact solutions. This design

approach favoured by some manufacturers for

This stands in stark contrast to the ‘green’

parts and technologies as far as possible.

mal mod cons, leveraging existing proven

design incorporates few components and mini-

wheel—that is also economically viable. The

low environmental impact vehicle—from well to

tured here in Britain, based on a design for a

Zevan® is a new electric vehicle manufac-

SavingsFrom
Best Cars/
LGVs
23.71 MT
(39.7%)

Service Etc
3.51 MT

Zevan Lifetime Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Best for the environment, good
PR and great advertising

warranty.

mileage

unlimited
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...All from just £12,500+VAT

Street side loading door

a two year

come with

Zevans®

And all

3 pin plug.

simply plugging its mains lead into a normal

And on a daily basis, Zevan® is charged by

easy and cost-effective to run and service.

proven and reliable parts makes it simple,

Zevan’s® design simplicity and use of

Everyday ease of use, reliable
and simple to service

in 2006.

best-in-class mass-produced vehicles made

manufacture and over its lifetime than the

